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1. In the 2007 Swim Season, NVSL 

Team Reps and Coaches were used to 

running the YourWay  

Reports | Seed Time Report (like the 

example shown at right) prior to their 

upcoming A-meet, in essence to 

“handicap” the upcoming meet, and 

predict where the opposing team will place 

their swimmers, and where the home team 

should put their swimmers to maximize 

points in the meet.  

 

 

 

 

 

2. In the 2008 NVSL season, this 

capability is not readily available in 

the Hy-Tek Team Manager software.   

Hy-Tek offers a “Predict Results” 

option.   The description of this 

option (from the TM help screen), 

explains how it gives teams the ability 

to predict the results for  a full meet 

including scoring, but this involves a 

fair amount of guessing (on which 

two strokes the other teams top 

swimmers will swim) 

 

 a. What most teams likely want 

is an integrated ladder of their own 

team and opponents teams NVSL 

times.    

 

 b. The optional Predict Results 

report in TM will ask the team to 

predict which events opposing (and 

their own) swimmers will swim.  

After this guessing, this option will 

produce a report on predicted order of 

finish…in short, an integrated ladder.   

 

 c. There are other options for 

producing an integrated “Home Team vs. Upcoming Opponent” Integrated ladder using the current Team 

Manager software without purchase of the “Predict Results” option.   
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3.  The report most teams will 

want to run is the “Top Times” 

report (Reports | Performance | 

Top Times), after the home team 

has imported all of the results from 

their A-meet division into their 

TM Database.   This allows the 

TM operator to produce a ladder 

for one team (your own or your 

opponent) or all teams in TM (by 

leaving the "Team" selection blank 

-- first choice on the menu --

typically, all six teams in your 

division, if teams have already 

imported the results from the first 

A-meet).   

 

 a.  The trick is to set filters 

(not delete or otherwise modify) to 

show only the home team and 

upcoming opponent.   

 

 b.  If you run the 

report on all teams, you 

may need to set “top How 

many” to 15 or higher to 

see your top 3-5 swimmers 

in a stroke. 

 

 c. For many teams, 

this is a “good enough: 

solution and they can pull 

out their yellow and blue 

highlighters to highlight 

their own and opponent 

best times, to assign in 

making upcoming A-meet 

selections.   

 

 d. An integrated 

ladder with just the two 

teams of interest can be produced with the setting of a few filters.  
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4. The solution is to set the report to be produced for “All teams” that meet criteria you will set.   The criteria 

will be their Local Swim Club swill be set to AD (for Adirondack, the fist on the list) 

 

 a. In TM, go to the “Teams” display. 

 

 b. Double click on the home team and the Away team and set LSC to AD.  The screen below shows this 

being done for CSC and Ravensworth, CSC’s upcoming opponent.  

 

 

 
 

 c. Once this 

TEMPORARY setting is 

made, you can run the Top 

Times report with key 

settings: 

 

LSC = AD (to pick up ONLY 

the two teams you desire) 

 

Use times since = a date you 

choose, allowing you to pick 

up previous year times if you 

choose. 

Top How Many = a number 

of your choosing, 10 is a 

good number (but experiment 

with this for an optimal 

number for your report.  

 

 d. Click on Create 

Report 
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4. The report looks like this:  

 

 
 

 

5. IMPORTANT FINAL STEP. 

    When you are done running your integrated ladder, change you the LSC designation for the two teams back 

to blank (the blank line just above AD) 

 

 


